We are the Ukrainian furniture brand, placed in Kyiv.
We started with the individual items and now we
develop complete collections in cooperation with
designers and architects. Together we create a homey
atmosphere, with warm colours and touchable materials. Because we honestly believe that furniture is not
only “what we see”, but it is mainly about “how we feel”.

Home Office Сollection “Meditation”
Each item of this collection combines a functionality, aesthetics
and tactual sense. The main colour of the collection is the warm
shade of «maple syrup». Among all the variety of available materials we chose ash wood and soft leather for this collection.
After all, they are in the best way able to give a “sense of touch”
and emotionality. In particular, we pay considerable attention
to the surfaces so they are pleasantly tactile.

People are more sensitive than sensible.

VM Desk
Designed by Sergey Gotvyansky
VM Desk is a desk in a smart casual style, made of tough,
durable ash wood, with an elegant and exquisite “top
manager” look. Warm tones and leather details make even
the most stressful workflow into a comfortable and cosy
one. The important feature of the desk is a leather bagorganizer, the main idea of which is that at any moment
you can simply take this bag with all the necessary things
and go away, without fear of forgetting anything important
in the office.

Mild chair
Designed by Kateryna Sokolova
The Mild chair, made of ash wood and fabrics, has a particularly elegant design and combines functionality, ergonomics and
aesthetic pleasure, at the same time meeting all requirements
for the most comfortable seating place. The Mild chair combines
Scandinavian character and French charm. The flowing lines of
the wooden frame of the chair are stabilized with a wide soft seat
and an ergonomic back, ensuring the optimal comfort. The chair
upholstery is made of fabric. The Mild chair is ideally harmonized
with the VM Desk.

Mod Shelving
Designed by Alexey Haro
This is universal furniture item for home and office. With a contemporary appearance, the stillage provides a large variety of
different shelves. They are made of textile, metal and wood
materials. Mod Shelving harmoniously combines functionality
and elegant look. The main accent of the stillage is its modules:
for flowers, books and documents. You can transform it in your
own way: add some shelves in height or width-wise, change them
or easily replace one shelf to another. Mod Shelving definitely
provides both as decorating and practical shelving system.

Nut C lamp collection
Designed by Julia Kononenko
“Nut C” Lamp Collection breathes elegance and modern touch
into your home or office. The warm colour of lamps provides
you feel cozy and comfortable. “Nut C” is the graceful silhouette
and remarkable details. This Lamp Collection balances between
Scandinavian minimalism and European approach to details.
Such materials as ash wood and aluminum make lamps so stylish
and contemporary. They fit any interior and bring a special
pleasant atmosphere.

Office Сollection “U.point”
We favour a round design; it makes an office atmosphere more
cozy and soft. It is already enough square dull furniture. Let’s
work in the comfort conditions. It is the office fashion statement.
We were inspired by the new trends in an office life and the
idea to perceive an office as the second home. The familiar
space will be less stressful for workers. Sweet colours, soft
seats and laconic design of our furniture create the homey
atmosphere in the office.
When you make a decision to improve your life, you start
with your body. The same is about your business. If you want
to have the successful company, you should start with the
surrounding item—your furniture.

Take care of your people, and then
they’ll take care of your business.

U-point Confidential Business Point
Designed by Levantin Design
U-point (U.) is the modern office space application for productive work, concentration and relaxation. This can instantly
transform a boring office space into a creative hub. Completed
with the wheels, U. provides you with the mobility. But the
main advantage is the multifunctionality due to its modularity.
U. can be easily transformed from the chair to working station
by adding a desk and a pouf, or it can be a communication hub
(2 chairs and more) or SPA zone (when the two halves are pushed
together, they looks like an acoustically isolated closed island).
U. is high and wide, but not bulky, it can be easily stated in small
offices, and it can be your working place in your apartment.

Flow Paint-wall
Designed by Alena Prokhorova/
Bogdanova Bureau
The main advantage is that both surfaces are functional;
such decision will save your office space. One side is
made to write, to draw, to make sketches or to draft your
thoughts using water-based markers. Another side is made
to attach photos, daily plans or documents. Flow Paint-wall
is not only dreamboard, but as well the shield from noise
and visual distractions. With Flow Paint-wall you don’t have
to sacrifice personal space, there are so many ways to complete
your working zone with individuality.

The Planet Relax zone
Designed by MZPA
The Planet is the creative approach to the boundaries of your
personal space, ideal for both residential and commercial
accommodations. It is great for the moments when you need
to stay alone, get your thoughts together and focus attention
on the task, take your mind off the bustle, turn your attention
and have a cup of coffee by yourself. The Planet is the relevant solution for open spaces and co-working spaces; it
helps to avoid noisy distractive atmosphere, as well as The
Planet will complete your comfort in the house and in the
yard—no matter where you want to relax and stay in privacy.

Special product edition

Hilka coat rack
Designed by Ulyana Zachkevych
and Stanislav Boichuk
“Hilka” was inspired by floral motifs of the Ukrainian
virgin nature. “Hilka” is the elegant design solution for
the clothes and shoes storing. We sought for the unique
technique that would allow us to make the durable
and waterproof product. The “Hilka” creating includes
11 stages of production, among which there are hand
work and longtime wood preparation process. Flexible
and at the same time solid ash wood was chosen as
the basic material of the hanger.

Mild Chair
material: ash-wood, fabric, memory foam
dimensions, cm: 56x56x78h, seat 45

Mod Shelving
material: metal, leather, ash-wood
dimensions, cm: 90x40x135h, 135x40x135h

Coat Rack “Hilka”
material: ash-wood; metal
dimensions, cm: 90x40x160h, 150x40x160h

VM Desk
material: oiled solid ash, leather bag
dimensions, cm: 140х70х75h, 160х70х75h, 180х70х75h

Lamp collection “Nut C”
material: lacquered ash, aluminum tube, cord
dimensions, cm: h66xd20, h41xd10, h24xd30

Paint Wall
material: metal, glass, fabric
dimensions, cm: 92х4х185h, base 30x45

U-Point
material: metal, fabric
dimensions, cm: 100x85x135h, seat 41, table 75

The Planet
material: oil-waxed plywood, metal,
fabric mattress
dimensions, cm: h170xd140, h170x190
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